Who we are

For almost one century CATAI has been developing its know-how in manufacturing and application of different friction materials. More than 80 years of relationship with people and companies in Italy and abroad allowed us to fulfill even the most difficult customer’s requirements in any application dealing with friction materials and hydraulic disc brake systems.

CATAI supports customers in:

• choosing the most suitable friction material
• manufacturing taylor made brake linings starting simply from samples or drawings
• offering innovative braking systems
• matching in a fast and flexible way any customer’s demand

CATAI is an ISO 9001 certified company

Product description

- Friction material parts according to customer’s design and/or sample
- Hydraulic disc brake systems
- Sealant and non setting jointing compounds

Contacts:

Tel.: 0039 02 6128831
l.fanelli@cataisrl.com

www.cataisrl.com